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 In do  past 
year, SIS'U has experienced 
an image problem that may 












stories  written by ad-
vanced  









part appeared Tuesday. 




You walk into a bar,
 and several patrons 
gathered around a table hoist their beer 
mugs and launch into a heartfelt rendition of 
"Rail
 Spars.
 hail! Hail blue and gold! We 
pledge our hearts and hands to keep thy 
colors every bright...." 
A drug -induced hallucination? 
Not 
necessarily.  But San Jose State 
University students
 who don't even know 
their school 
song,  let alone their school 
colors, aren't alone. 
SJSU
 serves some 29,000 students from a 
wide variety of ethnic and socio-economic 
backgrounds, with a broad array of interests 
and goals. Sixty percent are transfer 
students. Forty-one percent attend part time. 





fragmentation  and, 
given the  sheer
 size of 
the student
 body, 











 faced by 
campus 
leaders  
struggling  to 




university  is 
multiplied
 for those whose 
interests










campus where  the ties that 




























who  received her 
teaching  
credential





 as an 
umbrella group
 for alumni 
organizations 
specific  to 





promotion  by 
the 
alumni associations of SJSU enhance 
SJSU's image, generating pride and greater 
willingness
 to contribute time,
 money and 
talent, which nourish the institution, which 
enhances its image, 




But in reality, Redding and her 
colleagues in the Alumni Association face a 
bumpy trail, though they greet it with 
optimism. 
Frank Bisceglia, a 196/3
 graduate of the 
School of Business,  shares
 interest in 
fostering positive perceptions
 of the 
university. Bisceglia
 is current president of 
the 
Spartan
 Foundation, a group of SJSU 
alumni and friends who 
raise funds for 
athletic scholarships 
and  team travel 
benefiting more 
than  350 student -athletes. 
Both 
groups  face a 
"chicken
 and the egg" 
situation, where alumni must first feel pride 
in, and connection to, the university before 
they can help create the kind of 
image that 
inspires others to 
support it. 
For some SJSU graduates, that 
emotional  
tie is elusive. And the 
problem  may be as 
simple as low
 self-esteem. 





they're in a 
room full of people
 . . . SJSU 
people kind of hang 
back," he said. 
San Jose, long 
in the shadow of San 
Francisco,  has struggled 
against an 
inferiority complex of its own, and that 
sense of inadequacy 
has  rubbed off on 
SJSU, according to 
Bisceglia.
 








allowed, and the U.C.
 Berkeley is 
"another  fabulous university," he 
said. 
Though SJSU 
produces  achievers and 
wins
 awards, the 
proximity
 of more 
prestigious  universities 
make  it "difficult for 
us to receive 
some  of the accolades,"
 he 
said. 
See  ALUMNI, page 
6 
Stabbing  suspect 
nabbed  




Dang  looks at the (hissers and pictures I.o bite. %s
 
lot vias 
stabbed  to death 21/2 years ago 
ss 
hich
 hose been 




 hile  
o.nrkiiig at a local 





Daily staff writer 







 I,o Hue 
was
 
stabbed to death 
at
 the 7 -Hour 
Photo Drive
-up where she 
worked.
 
Family and friends turned the 





with flowers and letters, ex-
pressing remorse




pleading  for 
the 
killer to be found. 
It finally came 
Sunday  night 
\Olen
 a nationwide











 he was living 
with  a co-worker. 
louston police said that 
Chatman had been living there 
since 
at





Tuesday's  San Jose 
Mercury 
News. He had been 
employed
















































San Jose police issued a war-
rant for Chatman's arrest fol-
lowing a chilling account of an 
apparent witness to the slay-
ing  Chatman's son Mario. 
who
 was 2 years old at the time. 
The details of 
Mario's  ac-
count of the 
killing are con-
tained in a 211 -page police 
re-
port  submitted 
to
 obtain the 
warrant 
for Chatman's arrest. 
The 
court  documents were 
sealed by a judge at the 
request 
of the San Jose
 Police Depart-
ment following




obtained by the 
Mercury
 News 

















Fountain  Blues 
Festival was interrupted 





Walker was arrested 
by University 
Police for battery 
after punching 
Associated 
Students  Program 
Board adviser Ted Gehrke. 
Walker was the third act to per-
















"Walker made a 
big
 fuss about 
KSJS broadcasting his perfor-
mance." said Peterson. "We (the 
program board)  finally  ironed
 out 
the details with him in the 
contract.  
He was to get 
a tape of his perfor-
mance from KSJS after 
the con-
cert. When 
Walker  finished his 
set, he came down 
to get the tape. 
He got real mad when we didn't 





 over to KSJS and 



































 Ted went 
down.  It 
all happened
 so fast that 
we could 
hardly believe
 what had 
hap-
pened." 









released. UP[) spokesman Richard 
Staley could not he reached for 
comment.  
Clarke declined to 
discuss the 
events leading up to the incident on 





say that the fight loosened two of 
his teeth, knocked out two fillings. 
broke his glasses and severely split 
both of his lips. 
Thursday Gehrke said he is re-
turning
 to the doctor to 
see if any-




has a previous cord 









 before have I 
run into 
anybody 
like  that before." 
Gehrke  
said. "I 
am not known 
as a hard 
guy to work for. I am 




responsible  type 
person.'' 
He 
said that this 
was the first
 
time that the 
program  hoard 
had
 
dealt  with 




the last. In all. 
Gehrke  said 
that  the 
festival went 
well and 


















Daily staff writer 
The boys of Cub Scout 
Troop
 
1217 live in a low-income
 section 
of downtown San Jose 
where 
crime and gangs are 
prevelent  fac-
tors. 
Roy Recio. a 
junior  majoring in 
therapeutic 
recreation,  wants to 
show 
the  boys
 that there 
are  other 
options
 
than  just 
becoming
 prod-













 Eagle Scout himself, as 
a 
godsend.  






leader of the 
downtown  




the boys behave 
more, they give him their attention 
and he 
talks  to them 
on
 a one-on-
one basis," said Deborah LaBa-
ran mother of a 6-year -old Josh. 
The troop. located in downtown 
San 





who range from 8 to 12 years old 




"With these boys 
down
 here 
they need someone like Roy 
to get 






there were 36 





 out because 











 out and immediately 
joined a gang." Lomeli said. 
"We're not Los Gatos or Cuper-
tino."
 
Recio has donated Cub Scout 
manuels and uniforms to some of 
the boys who were unable to afford 
them.  
We need to show 
these boys 
SJSU student









San  Jose. 
that there are options other than 
joining gangs." Lomeli 
added.  









 one of his
 Ira-
temitys philanthropic activities. 
The Sigma Alpha Mu's recently 
hosted 
a "cub day" to 
benefit the 
Rick 




Pledge of Allegiance with




 spent the 
dav  at Williams 
Street 
Park.  where 












































 in the lives of 
a family 





inside  a half 
open body bag. Since 
publication of Ham's 
photograph,
 video ethic. 










Californian  received bomb threats. 
calls from outraged readers and 
newspapei  
cancellations The managing editor. Robert 
Bently. made a 
public  apology. Although 















 is a means 
to 
visually  
document the good. 
as
 well as the had and 
somehow%
 ugly events 
occuring  in society to in -
Ion)) the public. yet images intended to inspire
 













toward  the media. 
Social reformers such as 
Jacob Riis, Lewis 
Hine, Gordon Parks and Mary Ellen Mark. 
among others,  presented
 reality in a way that 
did not encroach on anyone's
 privacy or sensa-














Wrought by wide publication and ensuing pub-
lic outcry. higher 

















/lute and Maggie Sieber, JB Pictures. 
Is it absolutely
 necessary to subject the 
public to graphic detail in order
 to convey the 
plight
 of the downtrodden?  A 1984 exposure by. 
Sebastian° Salgado. a Brazilian economist, re-
vealed
 a close-up  look into 
the last 
hours  of an 
Ethiopian child. The child in Salgado's photo-
graph sat 
wide-eyed
 and crying while 
someone  
was injecting liquids into the child's cranial 
vein, an apparent last-ditch effort. Jason McMa-
nus. editor -in -chief, 
Life  magazine. allowed 




 - Telegram, July 22. 1988 ran a 
near half page enlargement of 
an Anence-
phalli:. brain absent, baby in the arms 
ot 
her mother. The image, 
taken  by Michael 
Pat-
rick. Nevk s -Sentinel, 
Knoxville. KY. because 
01 as 
size.
 made some  readers
 
squeamish.  De-
spite the apparent delbrmity . readers returned 
positive comments  as it related to the story con-
tent. 
According to a United Press 
International 
survey. 25 
journalists  were killed in 1988: live 
of them in Afghanistan, live in Columbia. 
four 
in Mexico and 
four
 in India. Another 28 were 
wounded
 and 90 were beaten or otherwise as-
saulted in attempts to 
discourage  them from 
their  
journalist






 ide a socially
 valuable
 service. 
but for this. sometimes risky 
business,  the aver-
age photojournalist earns a paltry salary. 
A natural sense of 







hen a need for higher 
station  ratings or 
newspaper circulation
 is stressed. With all fac-
tors  considered
 there is a 





 photographer, whose job 
is to freeze
 society's events on film,
 attempts to 
capture the 
"feelings"  associated with 
the 
event, 
to bring home to the viewer,
 but at whose 
cost? 
It is probably safe to 
say that deciding 
what is ethical is a 
personal  affair and often left 
for the 
moment
 when a judgment call is 
re-
quired. 









 tor the University and the University Community 
by 
the Department  of
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This letter is 
an inquiry into 
your
 one-sided coy-
,- I .1!! of the Economics Department. On Wednesday. 
\ lay 2. the 
Spartan  Daily prominently 
displayed  a 
hoot 
page
 story about student discontent




before, one of our 
faculty. Professor 
Douglas
 Greer, delivered his President's 
Scholar Ad-
dress. "Mergers
 and Acquisitions: Actions
 and Mean-
ings"  the first ever such award for 
a member of the 
kconomics
 Department. As yet, 
I've  not seen any 
comparable  media publicity about 
this
 individual and 
departmental 
accomplishment.  
Speaking as a 
member
 of the Economics Depart-
ment and a colleague
 of Professor Greer. I would ap-
preciate equal billing for 




campus community should 
know that an incident
 of student dissatisfaction is 
not  








Better atmosphere needed 
As a soon -to -be -alumnus. I feel it is my duty to 
elaborate upon the number one problem at SJSU. But 
first, let me say that the problem is not Randy Hof-
fman,  Gail Fullerton, fraternities, sororities, 
cartoon
 
writers, newspaper reporters,  alcohol 
advertisements,  
the CSU trustees or the A.S. 
board.  The problem is 
that SJSU is more like a way 
station
 than a university. 
This problem is a direct result of the student body 
itself. Most people attending classes
 don't give a 
damn about the university or the college experience. 
The reasons for such a pitiful 
attitude are rooted liter-
ally in where most students
 come from and where 
they've 
been.  
It is little wonder that there
 is a lack of pride in 
both the 
SJSU  campus and the 
university  as an institu-
tion
 when over 70 percent
 of the students drive 
to 
school. Most of these 
people  spend a minimum 
amount
 of time in the 
immediate
 vicinity of down-
town, much less on 




 then rushing 
home
 
certainly does not 
make one a 
college  student. It 
follows
 that a campus 
filled  with 
such 
people hardly 
makes  for a college 
atmosphere.  
Perhaps  if some of 
the
 people commuting
 from Union 
City
 and Fremont 
were  to move away 
from home and 
actually  try to be 
college  students (i.e. 
socially inter-
act with fellow 
SJSU
 classmates in 
San  Jose) every-
one would be 
better  off. 
Combining 
with the high 
percentage  of commut-
ers to make
 an unsuitable 









 a J.C. prior 
to enroll-
ment at 
SJSU. doing so 
should not be 
a badge of  
honor.
 It seems that 
more
 students can 
relate  to the 
happenings  at 
Foothill
 and De Anza 
than
 to what 
should
 be relevant  
their  present college 
experience.  
When  a person 
spends
 little more than
 half their col-
lege classroom 
time at their degree
-granting institu-
tion, there is 
something  wrong. 
To those
 commuting transfer
 students who be-
lieve that they arc
 helping SJSU 
become
 more like a 
real university
 by protesting Gail 
Fullerton's pay raise 
or 
demonstrating
 against CFCs. 
I say you are mis-
guided. There
 should be more to 
a person's life than
 
complaining. 
And there should be 
more to a college 
campus 
than
 a group of people 
who whine at the 
drop  
of a 
hat. So. if you want to 
improve  the campus, live 
life. Attend some campus 
events.
 And most of all. 
come to the realization that
 every action you take does 
not have to be negative. 
Many of those who transfer to SJSU from a J.C. 
and/or commute
 from miles away say they do so be-
cause there is not a 
college environment at SJSU. 
Well, you're right.
 But the reason for the current situ-
ation has 
nothing  to do with parking fees or an inept 
administration.
 The problem is you, and until you 
re-

















 25, 1990, Clube 
Lusitania  (the Portu-
guese 
Student Association) of SJSU 
sponsored  the 
2nd Portuguese -American
 College 
Encounter.  It may 
have been the
 most important event 
held
 this year for 
local Portuguese
-American  high school 
students  who 
are currently 
enrolled
 at San Jose High 
Academy.  In-
dependence and 
James  Lick High Schools. 
In recognition of' 
Clube  Lusitania's 
efforts.
 State 
Assemblyman  John 
Vasconcellos  and State
 Senator 
Henry
 Mello, both 
Portuguese -Americans.
 sent their 
messages of 
good  













address.  Dr. Gail 
Fullerton  urged 
the more than
 80 students 
present to 
consider  college 
as 
an option for
 their future 
plans while 
Mr.  Ron Bar-
rett
 spoke on 
the  20th 
anniversary  of 
the  Student 













the  Citizen of the 





 Portugal. Dr. 
Mario  Soares. for 
his  in-
volvement
 in movements for 









Clube  Lusitania's 
involvement  in the 
community,  more students 




 which are becoming 
more and more signifi-
cant in a 
Portuguese -American 
community  of 50.0(X) 
people in the Silicon 
Valley
 alone. 
But I suppose 
that all this information was 
not  
important to the 
Spartan
 Daily reporter Jamie Pitts 
who covered the 
event. Besides misspelling, this re-
porter took quotes
 out of context and she was even
 
confused 
about  the date of the event. 
Mr. 
Editorfor
 those few times that your news-
paper decides to 
cover  a campus event, please be ac-
curate 
on your reporting and proofread before 
you  
print anything. 














Printing error discovered 
Dear Editor, 
I would like
 to point out a 
small  error in my letter 
to the editor that appeared in the Friday edition of the 
Spartan Daily. In the first sentence, the word
 
"pa-
thetic" was incorrectly printed. I wrote "apathetic." 
There's a big difference between
 the two words. I do 
NOT think the students at SJSU are pathetic! I was 
only pointing out that the students' lack of involve-
ment on 










at San Jose 
State  










involvement  with downtown
 San
 Jose's 




 a sigh 
of relief
 that I 
am not a parent






I also comfort myself 
in 
the fact
 that I 
never  became
 involved with the 
aforementioned
 fra-












drink beer in the Scouts."
 




one of the skills he is 
passing





 by the article's 
picture,  the children hardly
 










 you seek a method that 
will prevent them 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cinco  de 
Mayo  











 forgotten the 
meaning  
of
 Cinco de 
Mayo? It is 










the  few days 
we
 are able to 




about  our 
culture,
 language and 
peo-
ple. It is 
not  a time to 
compete  with 




 Chicano than 
who, or who 
will have the 
best presentation. 
To
 have denied 
our fellow students and our 
community  a Cinco 
de Mayo celebration
 is to have denied the 
honor 
due to 
the many Mejicanos that fought
 the 
French. If we cannot unite 
ourselves  for the 
sake 
of maintaining_our cultureghen 
hmeen  , 
we 
expect  any progress?  
We will not see any kind
 of change if
 we
 I 
continue to replicate the systems 
that  have op-
pressed us in our own organizations and 
movements. The 
dismantling
 of racism begins 
within ourselves. We owe to much too our 
Gente to let ethnocentrism get in the way of fu-
ture accomplishments. 





 wrote this piece for Cam -

















would like to 
throw  





 I am 
a gay 
student



















 that they 
are  an 
in-
tegral 





























scheduled  the event
 


















least  the 
other
 



































































































































































































more  good 
advertis-
ing).
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on the "unstable 
hinkr- was 
aware
 that his 
work  CM a new 
steam




















becoming  a Cub 
Si.'  out leader for








downtown -hissed troop 
because
 he believed 
that the 
boys 
were -in the same boat- as he %iis 
growing
 
up - pan  
llispank 
and 


































































 the firing of 





 at 5.15U 
Joseph
 R warm 

































































































































































 the Student Union The 
deadline 
tor entries is 10 a m No 
phone-in





















































Stress  Management Coping Skills 10 
am
 to 11 am 













 meeting 11 30 




Pacheco Room Call 
258-1035  
CAMPUS MINISTRY: 
Bible  study noon 
S U Montalvo Room 















 AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRON-
MENTAL RESPECT 
(SAFER): Meetinga d 
short lake on global 













LESBIAN GAY AND BISEXUAL
 ALLI-
ANCE: Meeting Topic TBA. 4.30 pm to 
630 
p.m.
 S U Guadalupe Room Call 236-
2002 
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker B W 
Holmes 
of Physics Dept SJSU on 'A Guide 
to 
Introductory










ROCK N ROLL: Concert. Cave 
Gods, noon. S 
U Amphitheater Call 
287-
641 7 
PREMED CLUB: Last 
meeting of the se 
mester
 election and 
post  final beach 
picnic 
1 30 p m 
.DH 345 
GOLDEN KEY 







speak  on 




 Guadalupe Room Call 295-0415 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: bar-
becue and games. 6 
p.m . Quirk Meadows 
(next to Joe West Hall): Ecumenical Prayer
 
Service,  all are 
welcome, 4 p.m . Campus 
Christian Center Chapel (10th and San Car-
los) Call 298-0204 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting 






TEE: Are yuu 
1,, uar,.i...uale vur 
CefeMOny7
 Attend for 
into




 3rd flax Cal 
452,7460  
CYCLING




Room  Cali 292
 2511 
FRiDAY 
A.S.P.B : Comedy act Black Shabbos 8 
p m 
(Tickets





























TIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study and 



































sAg  along 














































1490 STANDARD TOYOTA 
TRUCK 4x2 



































' .,14,1 I 
.351.,4.  .551619. 
.0535975 90536475 90590225 9099.2911,  90542110 
All
 Ames pies in. 
















SAM  WIN 
7 DAYS A
 Will, 9AM
 TO 99.9 
 
MOM& 
One small step for you, 







times a year, 
the test prep 
pros at Stanley
 H. Kaplan 
invite prospective
 GMAT, GRE
 and LSAT 
students  to see 
what 
preparation  can 
do.
 This is one of 






get a $50 
discount  off the 




 Clara 5/9 
Wed 6pm 
Santa 
Cruz  5/14 
Mon 6pm 


























































green  lawns and a 
public
 







 Street from 
the library, and
 
right next door 
was  this little garage, 
housing
 an auto repair 
shop. 
1)ouglas
 remembers that little 
garage 
changing hands several times over the 
years. 
It




 State faculty members in 
the 
I %Os and '70s 
and 
several







'roday Jack Douglas still works at 




 the archives in Wahlquist 
Library  North 
as head of special collections, and the soil 
that little garage stood on has become a 
potential  health hazard. 
A thousand on 
record  
Like more than a 
thousand  similar 
sites in Santa Clara.County 
















the ground under the little garage 





 down and 
contaminates




 time, those 
hydrocarbons
 can leach all the 





to Way lie Yip of the 
county health 
department,  aquifers are a 
lot like a 
freeway




















from  the old 
gas  tank 
were
 to seap into the 
aquifer.  
cunthmination could 
reach  the aquifer 
SIM! 






 a Santa Clara 
\ alley 
Water  District 
representative.  
des,:rihes any presence of hydrocarbons in 
the water as a "serious problem, because 








 department's Nicole 
Jakaby cited 0.7 parts per billion as 
the 
drinking water standard for benzene, 
which 
she  likened to "a drop of water in a 
football held." 
Anything above that 
concentration
 requires cleanup. 
San Jose's 
Redevelopment  Agency 
owns the block hounded by San Antonio. 
Third. San Fernando and Fourth streets 
where the little garage once stood. The 
agency is 
involved













the project is still in the 













design and construction. 
Tests In 
February 



















 and water 
tests.  The  
water 
tests 
were done in February 1990, when 
FRC%
 hydmgeologist spent a week 
overseeing the drilling of 














contamination  and 
pinpoint its y tent 
John I aisardi. a Redey elopment 
Agency representative.




 has not been finalized, 
there is no indication
 that significant levels 
of contamination have
 been found. In a 
draft report. the 
ERC  recommends 
quarterly monitoring from three 
wells to 
he installed on 
the  site 
Unacceptable  levels 
FAL.,
 













 tops and sides ill two 
gas tanks and one oil tank
 In the 
past  few 
weeks,
 all of 
these  
tanks  (rase been 
excavated, 
along with I , 100 
cubic  
yards 









The cleanup plan recommended by 
FRC 
is
 to aerate each pile by 
spreading  it 
out on the
 site,  using a timetable 
approved 
by the
 California Department 
of Health 
Services. This aeration allows the 





















 documented by 
the water 
district 
aren't  the whole story 
As John Lusardi
 put it. "It has 
only been 

















Hick Thomas, left, 









































































































soil in photo above 
surround
 hole from 
which gas and oil tanks 
were removed. Fourth 
Street runs from 
lower 

















































WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 
1990
 
























































































































































































































































West  teams - 
Fresno 



































said  of the top -20 
voting criteria. 
The 
Spartans  are ranked
 ahead 
of teams 




played  less 
than a dozen games 
against



























































































































































































































Name H HR 
RBI  AVG 
Booker
 71 5 37 .378 
Ball
 74 14 75 .330 
Fernandez 67 
2 41 .324 
Havel
 
42 1 19 .318 
Borgerson  
38
































































2. Fresno State 56-13 
3. Arizona 47-13  
4. Long Beach 45-16 
5. Cal State 
Fullerton  42-21 
6. 









California  39-26 










Florida  State 
43-14  
15. 





17. UNLV 37-24 
18. Indiana 42-16 
19. 
New Mexico 25-17 
2(1.







































 put Norm 
Stewart's  bas-
ketball





















 so many 
of 
Stewart's





learned long ago 
the Enforcement 
Department dislikes 
being  lied to. 
And allegation No. 13 
says
 a mem-




false  and misleading in-
formation
 ... acted contrary to the 
principles of 
ethical  conduct ..." 
And. " denionstrated a 
knowing and willful effort  
on his 
part to operate the 
university's  in-
tercollegiate men's basketball pro-
gram contrary to the requirements 
and provisions of NCAA 




names were carefully 
blacked out in the 
copy  of the in-
quiry distributed
 at a news confer-
ence Monday. 
But all key staff 
members on hand
 during the years 
in question, are












































































to run close 
and  
put






































































































































































































- Tom Sneva, 
race car driver 
dyk 
at 221.130 and 




 with the 
speed." 
said Fittipaldi.
 "I'm sure 




































 lap ever re-
corded





















know  how much 
we're  going 
















































at high speed. 
Cars built in 1990 have an advan-
tage 
in that the engineers were 
able  





"The cars that were designed 
around the '90 rules are 
going  to 
get
 more suck out
 of the bottom of 
the car than the guy%








and all of a sudden had to put 
a two-inch
 plug in the back of it." 
he said. 






to make it to 






have  an '89 
car, it cost 'ern more than it would 







hold home -run derbies. The 
top 
sluggers on each team 
would show 
off 





In more recent 
times, players 








 home -run der-
bies aren't 
scheduled any more 
- 
but 
occasionally  they still 
happen.  
On Sunday
 in Toronto. 
Detroit's  
Cecil Fielder





 and Blue Jays 
com-
bined for 10 homers, one
 shy ot 
the major-league record. 
her 
Stewart, who has directed the 
basketball  program 
for
 23 years, 
acknowledged 
some of the allega-
tions are true. But




Tamburo  all refused to an-
swer specific questions regarding 
the 
charges.  
"With regard to the specific  al-
legations contained
 in Alie letter 01 
inquiry. 
I cannot continent much
 








not conclusions." Stewart 
in a 
statement.  
"Some of the allegations we 
have already admitted, he said,  
apparently referring
 to assistant 
coach 








 buying airline 
tick-
ets for recruit P.J. Mays. 
"As you know.
 Bob self -re-
ported his infraction regarding an 
airplane ticket to the 
athletic  direc-














































 Baldwin didn't 
get 
where
 he is today by 
being  a 
pessimist. 
And where he is today 
is the 
Hyatt Regency O'Hare,  site of 
the Null. Board lit 
Governors 
meeting that will determine his 
immediate fate -- and that of 
the 
Minnesota  







and former Budget Rent-A-Car 






Gordon and George 
Gund.  
The deal is 
c  pies. Bald-
win, who helped found the 
Hartford Whalers in 1972.
 








a takeover in 
1988. He and 
Beltherg  would pay about 
531.5 million for the North 




 get an ex-
pansion franchise in the 
San 




 earlier than the 
NHL had planned ii) expand. 
It 
has  also been reported that 
the Gunds would 
select 
up
 to 17 
of





 and that 




players in an 
expansion draft. 
Both sides say it's an all -or -
nothing deal. So.






hack in hockey 
'rye done as 
intich  as I can 
do. It's not up 
to
 me to keep 
hounding
 the league,'' he said. 
"In terms of how the league 
will react to it, I'm 
confident.
 
"I'm also going in with ut-
most 
sealison  NA, hawser the 
league's decision is. I'll respect
 
it 
He was asked 











If the transaction doesn't get 
'yes- 
suites from 











 to get 
an
 





The future would he clouthei
 





who  necessitated 
this 







said  they were 
planning to mine the 
North  
Stars to the San 
Francisco area 
Asked what 






deal, Gordon Gund said: "I'm 
not going 





for his optimism 
has been 
the encouragement  
ot 





"We've been talking to the 
league all along." Gund said. 
"I don't 
think  the league was 
surprised by the deal. -















mug into a new San 
Jose
 arena. 
When they were 
threatening
 
























































 in the 
Japanese/English
 
languages  to 
interpret  on the 
telephone.  
Make  the 
right
 choice. 




AT&T.  You 
will  enjoy an 
excellent  starting
 salary and 
immediate 
eligibility  for 






 you will 
be








dental,  life 
and vision 
insurance. 






 you in 
obtaining



































I BUCK PER DRINK 











1MB  Memory 
on Board 
Landmark  20.6 
 0 












 1.2 or 1.44




 Multi I/O 
(2S  / 1P / 1G) 
 230W Power
 Supply 




Set  up & 
Diagnostic
 % 
I a" Mono 
Monitor  
VGA Mono Monitor 






























3400  De 
La
 Cruz 
Blvd  # T 
Santa 
















 on Board 
(expandable 
4MB) 
 0 Wait State 
 
8/12MHz  Selectable 
 2 8






 1.2 or 1.44 MB 
FDD 
 101 Keyboard 
 Multi I/O (2S
 / 1P / 1G) 
 230W Power Supply 
 Desk Top Case 

































a 1958 SJSU 
graduate 
who has served
 on the Alumni 
Association 
















able to do the job. 
For 
his pan. Bisceglia
 would like 
to 





 of the university. 
Local  media outlets consistently 
report the negative side of SJSU life, 
he said, while other newspapers 
throughout
 the state 
actively  
promote universities in their
 areas 
and even treat SJSU more 
kindly. 
"I try to 
be 
objective"  when 
comparing 




they look for the bad 
going  on 
at the university, instead
 of the 
good," he said. 
It does, 
however,
 add to the 
challenge of 
inspiring




Redding, in fact, believes 
the 
makeup
 of SJSU's student body is 
the major 
reason  for the shortage of 
graduates' allegiance.
 
The average age of SJSU  
students is 27, according 
to
 the fall 
1989 census, and many students find 
themselves juggling schedules to 
accommodate 
jobs,  families and 
classes, 
Redding  said. 
As at other universities, SJSU 
students are taking longer than the 
traditional  four years to complete 
college programs because of time 
conflicts and the trend toward 
completing courses not required for 
degrees, Redding said. 
The
 fact
 that SJSU graduates arc 
"not uniformly
 22 or 23" means they 
may not 
identify themselves as class 
of 
1990 or '91 or any other year, she 
said, and thus they are less likely to 
feel an 
emotional  link to their 
classmates or
 their
 alma mater in 
general.
 
Because so many SJSU students 
work their way 
through  college. 
they don't have time to participate in 
extracurricular activities that tend to 
a tie a 
person
 strongly to the 
university, Bisceglia
 said. 
Both the Alumni Association
 and 
the Spartan Foundation, which share 
some members, hope their efforts to 
unify alumni
 through 


























is a case in point. 
"I've always had a soft spot in my 





 is his way of 
giving 
something





Financial contributions also 
enter  
into the picture. 
But because 
it
 is funded by the 
state, SJSU has had
 trouble 
persuading  would-be 
supporters that 
it needs 
coninbutions  from alumni
 
and other 











 private institutions. 
Weimers said, 
which means using 
alumni 




awards  and endowments. 
But SJSU and other public schools 
got into the money game late and 






new graduates is the 
first step. 
Upon 
graduation, students are 
given one free year of association 
membership and subscription to 
SJSU 
Digest, the monthly 
publication that serves as the 
primary voice of 
the Alumni 
Association and the university. Each 
year, about a third of the 4,4(X) or so 
graduating students accept the free 
membership, Redding said. 
Thereafter, they are asked to pay 
annual dues of $25, which includes 
membership in alumni groups for 
specific schools. 
Somewhere 
between 11 percent and 20 percent 
pay dues the first year they are 
asked, but a "much higher 




 she said. 
As of April, there 
were
 some 
4,000 members paying 
annual
 
association dues and 2,300
 lifetime 
members, who joined with a 
one-




 graduates are 








snakes that the 
boys  played with. 
"I learned 
history  about the flag
 
and  the stars and 
stripes, Todd 
Collet lo. said. 
"I liked 
























 is the 
philanthropy  
chairman





 that he 
has 
receised  from the 
Sammies.  
he 




"They  see 
what's going 
on and they 




 the assorted activ-
ities will 
influence the members 
in 
his Cub Scout troop
 to attend col-
lege.
 
"There is a lot 
of aspects of 
SJSU that
 can turn their heads and 
hopefully lead 
them





recently  had a tour of 
KSJS. where 
a disk jockey. Scott 





 gave the boys a 
tour of 
the  station. 
"I though the
 radio station was 
real. When I grow up 
I want to be a 
DJ 
someday."











the  boy, 
will have 
hands-on 
experience  at 
making 
pizzas.




 for a 
tour
 of the 
science
 or art 





eventually  like to 
organize













According to Lomeli. 
problems  
can start as early as first and sec-
ond grade. The students begin to 
show 
a lack of respect towards 
their elders  at home and in 
school. 
"I 




back and says 'I don't 




wants to take responsibility. 
The A.S. 
Program





















1990  Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 







































 Foundation has 
membership problems 
of
 its own. 
As of early April, members 
numbered just more than
 1,000, said 
Angelo Aguiar, development 
director for the Spartan 
athletic 
program. That was down about 4410 
members, according to a 
March 21 
Mercury News report. 
According to Luke 
Argilla,
 a 
1938 graduate and an active 
alumnus since the 1950s, the 400 
members mentioned had pledged 
contributions to the foundation for 
the year, but their money was never 
collected because of poor 
organization on the
 part of 
foundation leaders. 
Bisceglia did not give reasons for 
the drop in membership but 
said,  "A 






year" when they are 
contacted  
during the annual spring fund-
raising drive. 
Alan Simpkins, past president
 of 
the foundation and a 
major 

























foundation  members 
have vowed 
to 
withdraw  their 







 of those 
involved have 
formed
























views  the 
conflict
 as temporary.
















loyalty to the 
university  before there 
current objections. 
Such contentions are still subject 
to debate.
 however. 
Regardless of the outcome, the 
challenge to gamer  
strong support 
for the university will continue to 
exert pressure on Bisceglia. The 
foundation looks for help from local
 
business leaders and others not
 
already affiliated with 
the university, 
and therefore 
image  plays a much 
larger role. 
Even
 before the recent show 
of
 
dissent and accompanying publicity. 
Bisceglia expressed concern about 
the foundation's ability to reach 
beyond 
the  university. 
"There are those, I think,
 who are 
benefiting
 from the 
university  
without 

















the areas of 
theater, music and 
lectures






people are attracted to 
academic events, she added, citing  
the standing -room -only crowd
 that 
turned out to hear author and SJSU 
alumna
 Amy Tan read from her 
best-selling








































terms  of 'Does it 
draw money 
away  from 
other 
areas  of 
the
 
university?'  I 
think  not," 
she
 said. 















tendency  for 
others
 to view



















































  A 
fire broke






 about 80 
miles off North 




at least 12, the Navy 
said. 
Five
 of the sailors 
had inju-
ries 
serious  enough to 
require 
evacuation
 to shore,  











 operations with 
about











I icials said. Fleet spokesmen 
had no information on the extent 
of the blaze or damage to the 
ship.  
Hanky said three Coast 
Guard 
cutters  were standing by 
along with the Normandy
 and 
the destroyer USS Briscoe as 
the Conyngham crew fought the 
blaze. 
"The cause of the fire is un-
known at this time. The primary 
fire is out. The crew is fighting 
secondary fires," Air Force 
Maj. Torn Johnson, 
joint  duty 
officer at the Norfolk 
naval 
base,  said at mid -morning. 
















 things  to get 
through
 school good grades
 
and 




first  all by myself, and 
UPS 
is
 helping me take
 care 
of the second 
They gave 
me a part-time











hours a day, 
5days a week 
But get Irks. UPS has student
 
loans that 
let me borrow up 









my choice of 
schedulesmornings.
 
after  noons 
or nights My work 
hours
 fit around my class 
hours Most students
 work in 
Operations
 And upon 
graduation,
 full-time positions are available 
in Accounting, Industrial Engineering,
 I S or Customer Service 
"No other company otters more 
to
 students than 
UPS Talk to 
them Get 
what  you need to get your 
diploma" 
To schedule











































 sales tax to 
higher
 levies on 
alcohol  and cig-













 on any specific 
tax  including income 
taxes  
-- in an 
effort to get unbiased 





scratch." Fitzwater said. 
Ile 









 budget summit 
were
 










preconditions.''  Fitzwater 
said. 











 Director Richard Dar-
man  
delivered a gloomy 
assess-
ment of the 
economy.
 said par-




Darman told the GOP law-
makers  that automatic 
budget
 
cuts in the range of $45 billion 
to
 
$55 billion  and possibly
 
even more 
 could take 
place  
next  fall in the 
absence
 of major 
deficit -cutting steps. 




Republicans said that a 
range 
of 
















































































































































































































 they would he 
"to-
tally 











 set in 
unless  some-
body assumes some responsibil-
ity for the
 budget." said Sen. 
Thad
 Cochran. R -Miss. "The 
president is trying to do this. 
And I applaud


















 to any 
plan that 
would 
































 Days and Evenings 
 Free Movies 
 Flexible Shifts 
 
Frequent Wage Reviews 





WORK HARD, PLAY HARD 
EARN $6-8000 THIS SUMMER! 
Earn big  money this summer as a sales 
representative working in the home 
improvement 
industry. 
No experience needed. We will provide 
a full training seminar. 
Hours are flexible
 and commissions 
are 
high, allowing you to work this 
summer so you can play 
during
 school. 














Commitment  To 
Nursing 
For 
over  24 years, Good 
Samaritan  Hospital has 
served the greater 
San Jose 
area. Here, our 






 the health care team,
 each nurse plays
 
an 
active  role in patient
 care planning 
and  decision making.
 If you 
are a 
graduating  nurse 
dedicated  to excellence,
 join us in our 








 applications for 
our  monthly 
New 
Grad Programs, which 
include an 8-week 
preceptorship  
























































































































































































































































 not be 























































 costs - 
and 





































































 insurance companies 
would
 he entitled to earn grossly 
excessive  profit
 margins exceeding 
35 percent, with no 
requirement  
that they operate efficiently 
or jus-
tify the 
reasonableness of their 
claimed expenses." Van de Kamp 
said in a statement. 
Last 
month.  Van de Kamp filed 
a 
motion seeking to disqualify Fer-
nandez. alleging that Fernandez 
discussed the case with two insur-
ance industry 
witnesses.  The attor-
ney general 
also  noted that Fernan-
dez's wife is a partner with a 
Redwood City law 
firm
 that rep-






that motion,  
saying 
his talks with the 
witnesses  
came 
in a settlement 
conference  






 kept separate from 
her husband's. She also 
noted that 
he had presided 
over  trials in 
which  judgments 
were
 delivered 
against  companies 























ditional  drug 
charges 
against 
Mayor  Marion Barry.  
according  to 
sources
 




The sources, who 




anonymity,  said 
Monday 
that 




 jury to 
return 
up










 legal action 
could come as 
early 











"I don't lose any 
sleep over allegations.
 Justice is 
done in the 
courts.  The best answer 








scheduled  a 
pre-trial 
hearing  for 
May  25 on 
va-
rious 












AVON"" Buy or sell 
Cell  me today 
(local 
Avon
 Rep) &I will send 
a 
book  to your home or 
business'  
Super specials
 for everyone 
Share  the book with family co. 
workers II friends 
& receive up lo 
50°. oft on your 
own order' Thank 
you 
Also  good parttime income
 




IS WILLING la pay lor 
req.
 
eMerase.  knowledge in yaw, 
study, 1111111 of Intentel, 
or
 hobby 
S7 95 tell,  you where to go & what 
to ask for at local agencies who 
will assist you free of cher. 
Pb.,. send cheek to HART. Bo. 
110266. Campbell. Ca. 95006 
PERSONAL
 LOANS up to $2500,'" 
(Subject to credit approval) Call 
WASHINGTON SQUARE FED. 
ERAL Credit Union




 OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes 
and money.
 too Cleanings and 
office visits at no 
charge
 For bro 
chore see A S office (Studen1 
Health 
Conlin)  or call (408)371-
6811 
in
 San Jose 
U S S 
BOXER  REUNION 
Was your
 Father Granddad, 
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or 
Friend 
one of the 




 the U S S 
Boxer CV217 If so 
we.,. having a 
reunion In Pensa-
cola Florida in Oct The dales 
ere  







WIN A NEW BIKE'




Plaza  on 7th St 
Submit  entries to 
ADM 242 by 
S 




& stall are 
eligible  to 
enter Prize






















 FBI. IRS end U S cue 
turns Available your 
v. 
now 





















 86 TOTT 4 







CJ5  V6 4 sp 










 300 1200 2400 
baud  
Macin  
























































































































































 59-014 hr work. 
ing 
on the MAC












,5rTE01411  411101t,pe.TppAL rt ik JOBS) 
S l e d a r l
 011.411w
602-836-6885.  Eel 
.44j50
 6 













This is  comprehensIvefieln 
log
 school designed to Irsin 
you 
clone ol the area  top 
Chrysler  Plymouth deeler 
ship
 All aspects of the subo 
busines,  will be covered 











Bonus.,  by 
week & month 
Tired of going 
nowhere,  working 
long hours & making
 little 
or no 

















 Invite current solo sales 
People 





There Is limited space. so 
call loclsy 









776 E El Camino 
Real 
























Camino  Real. 



































liveln.  4 






























































































































































 14151  593' 
9119-1.1.  
FREE 
ROOM & BOARD, help 
me with 












GREAT JOB' Work with people' If you
 
like  fast pent & are 
well orga-
nized. we need 
you' 
Front
 desk & 
bstlistaff
 Eves & weekends 
avail 
Feex hr
 THE BEVERLY HERI. 
TAGE 
HOTEL, 1820 
Berber  Lane,  








team planer. child laving
 persons 
lo work in our child
 core centers 
Flexible 
hours  available 6 comp 





MGR for SJSU English 
Dept computer labs (2 
Mac 1 MS-





 let, aides. trou-
bleshoot network,  train faculty, 
etc Letter. resume by Hey 11 to 
English Dept. FO 102. 
SJSU.  1 
Washington Square. 
Son Joie 






 nesed ambi 
'loos etudents 
Gain great busl 
nese 
experience earn up to $4.-
000 end powerhoune your resume 




nose hiring Nil  
pert  time hos-
t hostess & food servers Apply 
Mon Fri 2 
30-5 PM. 1235 Oakmead 
Pkwy 











All loseetierts Outgoing person& 
lk,./fiyleVIIlemesr slze 64 




SALES, ELECTRICAL' Fuel lime pose. 
lion.
 FREE training & 
placement 
Class.. start in 
June  Limited 
space 3 
week  course al night 








CAVE SECURITY ID hiring for foil 




1700  WYKIT 031, 
SANTA  CLARA 
CaN 9462293 8-4
 PIS for Info 
.11ing 




edition  You'll receive extenIve 
Security  officers and rness.n 
IrsinIng. menden, &  
support gem All shins, FT PT. we will 
working for the nation's top
 col- train Apply In person 24 hrs. 7 
leg. magazine 
Sales positions 
days  week ACUFACTS
 Inc 
end one editorial position avail 
260 Meridian Are . San Jo. 
Cell 
ROBIN or JAY at 
(600)342-5118.
 
OUTSTANDING  OPPORTUNITY 





nese  experience, earn 
up
 to 94.. 
000504 powerhouSu
 your reeume 











the notIon' top col-
lege 
magazlne
 Sales position. & 
one editorial position avail 
Call ROBIN or JAY at 
(5001342-511a  
PART TIME FULL TIME 
Primarily  light 
bookkeeping, some typing Apply 
In person 
only San Jose Box
 Of-
fice. 912 Town A Country Village, 
Mon through Friday 10 A01.5 PM 
PERSONA Is part of an INT L NET. 
WORK  with office. world.. In 
the Bay rea. we're looking for 
people
 interested In Sales. Acct , 
Engr Admen Support 6 
Bilingual  
Engl.
 Japanese posilions No 
Fee,
 PERSONA. (4013)453-0505 
PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in 
the Fell 1990 
semester If you 
would like to work 
with  hand-
icapped 
children In  school set-
ting
 for
 up lo 20 hours per week 
next school
 year,  this is your op. 
portunity  Pick up n application
 
form
 in Sweeney 
Hall
 204 or the 
Cooperative 
Education  Office, 
B ulkfing 0 You 
must  be able to 
work during 
school hours - 
mornings
 end early &ter nocens
 
SALES POSMON 
PT end FT 
potations
 open 0500. 
92500 wk 
polontial





support  All office  booked apple 








corr.tly has SUMMER JOBS 
with FLEXIBLE HOURS 
To apply confect us al 










Temporary  Services 
RESTAURAMTROOH
  CAFE SALSA 
Of SAN JOSE 
Become
 sere of  
winning  teem 




RETAIL  APPLIANCE STORE sell, 
en. 
ewer




 Tun a 
TI, IS 30 PM Set 10-4 PM Cell 
SOFTWARE COMPANY OPENINGS
 
A growing software co Is hiring 
Ii 
T.hnicel auppon OA Ft 
Comp asp necessary 2)Secre-
tary FT. communication & writing 
skill 
31
 Tech Writer PT English 
me. 4) Programmer PT comp 
me) Flex 
hrs CM. to 
school Bonus Call









p.01 -time Perfect summer 
°pp. 
!unity Be your 
own boss Make 
51$ Call CHARLES
 It 244-2703 
WES St 996-3062 
STUDENTS"  
WE WANT 






clerical end lechnical 
positions
 for
 your summer and tu 
lure Call 1184.1340 
STUDENTS
 











typists, word pro- 
FEM Prey ent 
bath& d, pool. 
ces.rs 
receptionials,  senor&  




































7771.17A1tet  /W4SES 777Z4 
A 





















SPARTAN  DAILY 7 
Maguire
































8RING LIFE TO DEATH. MR 
CAN 
I 




























 lot mchiscal pose. 
Done 
Pay rams vary depending 
on lob 
skills
 and work experience 
Call us 
TODAy for  your summer 
or future employment Call 964. 
1340, never  lee 
SUMMER
 516WEEK DATA ENTRY 
CLERICAL  POSITION From July 






 hr. wk SUF. 64..S6on Apply 
In Student Activities & Services 
Once CAE. by 5 11 90.924-5950 
THE COLLEGIATE 
DREAM  520-$60 
per hour part lane A dream come 
1rue Clearbrook 
of Collfornie 







THE 904 DECADE of the
 environ 





Oral toxic soup 
.04.1 
water  A that brown stuff 
celled oil' Environment produces 
register,d  
with
 the E PA 304. 




GRAD  students for fall se-




 student. Apply 
WIC  




DORKY HATS OR 
SCARY 
UNIFORMS'  




be on the Driving Team, you
 
must Ist 16,
 have own car. Insur-
ence. cl.n 





as 3 hrs  day loin.. we. 
isk. 
CASH  htlfie 041 /1' 
PIZZA A GO GO 




San Jose, ION 
Third Si. with kitchen 5375
 my
 
Call 236-6424 295-4271 
evenings 
FOR 




Close to SJSU 571 
S 
71h,  pkg. cable 2613.0439 
FOR RENT large 2 bdrm 2 bath re 
modeled,
 clean and guise Secu 
rIty 









 cable hookup 
780 S I 1th 
St (nr 2110) 5725-
$825 ino Call 2813-9157
 John or 
Martha  or please leave 
complete 
message 
FREE ROOM & 
BOARD  help me with 
my 3 kids 
th u   PI   
call 976-1515










Campbell  Ferns'. only 2 br I 
1 2 bth,  pool. tennis. 5345 (no. 
5165 sec dep. 1 2 
monthly WM. 
ties Avail 6 1, 
377.9196  
ROOM FOR 
RENT Room in 3 txfirn 
ba hou. 
In Almaden Volley .911 
June 1 Ea. commute 
Share  








Inci own room 5 hou. 
prvIgs 
Cell Kim days 924-2806 or 
leave miffnage







bdrrn apt sr pool & off 
street  preens 
1 2 blk 
Irm 
SJSU. $304 50 rno 
1 2 util Avall 6 1 90. 286-21503 
ROOMMATES WANTED for 3 bed-
room house in 






WEST COMPLEX'S J 
Women 
lookng
 to shwa 2 harm 2 
bth unit w re. 
female student All 
amenfiles, aloes to &Mu. 
1377 xxx
  0111. 212.4701
 
Unique 1 bd. 
office Long 
term 
financially secure cl.n 
quiet sober required All hard. 
wood lloor localorlet 551-553 S 
6111
 
St Call MIKE at 293-0989 
$550 month single occupancy 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST," MICKEY MOUSE WATCH 




value) REWARD" Call 2964826 
PERSONALS  
BARE IT ALL Slop shaving, waxing.  
tweezing or using chemical depill.
 
lories Let ow permanently re-
move 
your




 15.,  discount  to sludenls & 
1.ully Call before Stay 31.1990 & 
the 1st sppoirdrrionl is 1 2 price 
Unwanted hair dissappeers with 
my cam GWEN CHELGREN 
RE. 5563500. 1645 S Bascom 




CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY 
MASS on Sunday evenings et 




A San Carl. 
For 
more info about other
 
50110111es  










with professors own detailed so 
lotions Available tor 8 engi-
neering 
courses.  KIT. Calculus 
DE. LA, 











lAS ROMANCE GONE from your WO 
Now you can fend love romence 
or adveniure as easily as picking 
up your phone Dial
 976-2002 to 
hear six exciting messages from 
quality people. or you can r.ord 
your own message And with our 




 leave your phone number on an 
open fine Call ISM 066-2523 for 
Ire.
 details Cell 
today,  Someone 
is welting 100991











SUNDAY morning et 10 45 AM et 
Campus Christi. Center.
 10th & 
San Carlos For more information 
about activilles, call 
Rev Norb 
Fontes..  et 
296-0204 
PREGNANT] 
SJSU ALUMNI couple 
wish to odopt Financially secure 
Lot s 
01
 love to give Call Patti or 
Bert any lime st 289-1371 
RA SOARS 
RA YBANS RAYBANS 
For









CHRIS 11 9976444 





   
Earn money for your 
fraternity,  
sorority,  club or bumbless
 by sell-
ing oak
-emended T -Shirts wIth 





U S S BOXER REUNION 
W. your Father, 
Granddad. 
Uncle,  Cousin 
Brother or Friend 
one of Me 
50.000 mon who ser.d 
on the U 
S S Ow& CV21? 11 so,  
we ere haying  reunion in 
Pen..  
cola, Florida In Oct The dales.,. 
10th, 11th, 12th 
5 
13th
 For more 
Info cell John 
Pitmen  
et





 Creative Producl & 
Services  
Many  typestyles and 
(Melons to 
 Choose
 From   






















 Your very own 
probe
 247.7486.
 335 S 
Baywood  
Ave 











 Purchase your 
 tuclen1 discount
 card now' Also 
ask abbot the TWA
 Getaway 
credit Card for 
you and your per.  
ent Call ANDY





MER77 -Mt there anytime
 from 
SFO  or LAX for no 
mote ihan 
5269. or from 
the East Coast for 
no more than 0160 
with AIRHITCH 
(0. (as reported in Consumer Re 
ports NY 
Times.










100. Now Yon. NY 10025 







Stales, Call for low al.
 tares Per. 










 Are you  perfection.
 
III













 Desklop Pub. 
Halting
 and Design 
now for all 
your word 



































the.s.  letters, 








 Call ANNA - 
972-4992  
ABANDON  THOSE 
FRUSTRATIONS'
 














crept  la.r printer 
Close  to cam. 
pus PU del 
avell Student 
discounts
 EDP Services 270-
O 014  EVELYN 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER
 EVERY TIME' 














 elides, ow. 
heeds, and color too'
 Plus fast 
turnaround and guerenteed
 won 
Call now PAMELA el 9443062 
ACADEMIC TYPING AT 
RE ASONA 
ILK 
RATES  - Need our 
help'  
Quality end
 accuracy guaranteed 
We re lest. 









sublects for theses pews re 





disk  storage 251-0449 
AFFORDABLE AND EXPERIENCED 
wordprOceilielng' Term ppers 
re 
polls 




etc  Letter quality' All 
formals 






guaranteed'  Call PAM 
747.2681 a 
50-13pm
 for worryf re. 
professional dependebte .rvice 














APA Laser primer Clutch return 
Tronscription 
services  sweetens, 
Almaden
 Branahrn wee Phone 
2644504 
CALL MRS MORTON 
at
 266-9448 for 
EDITING & WORD
 PROCESSING 
of lerm papers research proi.tre 
a resumes Will gladly essist 







Tufebten. APA & Campbell 
formals) Equiprn.1 used Word 
Perfect HPLaset Jen Consider. 
able  business esperierice and for-
mer




Hamilton 5 Winch.ter Cell 
SHIRLEY .1 379-3510 
52 per page 
mInImum S 
pipes 
ARE YOU CONCERNED about your 
grades, Of course you are A 
newly typed paper gets  nigher 
grade Errortree 
paper. impress 





EDITORIAL SERVICES WPPages 
need
 polisiong7
 Get help Iron!  
Profinsional Tech Editor will) 
English Degree Word 
Processing  
(all formals) and Desktop Pub-
lishing (rowan. newsletters 
fliers elc ) Call PATRICIA in WIL  












 resumes theses 
legal papers. mailing Hats, graph. 
ice. etc Call (408)984-5203 today' 
LETTER QUALITY 
REPORTS.  thesis. 
etc ere easy on professors  I am  
gm. conscious graduate Very 




LISA'S TYPING & 
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE 
(40819846637
 

















Located In the 
Santa Clara San Jose Area 
SERVICING  YOUR 
WORD  PRO-
CESSING and Graphic.  needs 
Call Kate at 
Technically  Typing 
14081 281-0750 Term 
papers,  
Theses_ etc Laser printer Fr. 
grammar spell punc check 
Bee.
 
sonable rates quick 
honeround
 
TYPING  - WORD PROCESSING 







TYPING WORD PROCESSING, lest.  
accumte. reasonable All types of 
papers Spell checking and proof 









coons_  eft 
CECILIA -14062234102 
Word processing 514 hr $250 
per 











grammar check Laser printer 
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 DAILY CLASSIFIEDS  
 
Deadline  Two 
days
 





























































































sunday and Monday in the repub-
lic's 
final 
round  of parliamentary  
elections showed the center -right 
party. the Croatian Democratic 
tinion. had won at least 158 seats 
in the 356
-seat state legislature. 
With  about 711 
percent  of the 2 
million votes 
counted,  the Party 
tor Democratic Ref  . which 
ruled the republic
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he 
went  
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own good press 
By Mary R. Callahan
 
Special 
to the Daily 
SJSU's Public
 Affairs Office is 
up against a wall. 
Staffing
 limitations, a long-
standing handicap
 for the office, 
reached




 Staley, former 
director
 of news and publications,
 
was  reassigned to serve as 
campus  
emergency 
preparedness  coordinator 
and 




 duties as spokesman and 
media liaison 
for the university have 




 editor for the 
Office of Public 
Affairs,  and Dan 
Buerger,
 executive assistant to 
SJSU  
President Gail Fullerton. 
Buerger
 has become the 
acknowledged  damage -control
 
chief -the man called upon to 
face  




 there are hot cases in the 
media, there's not much that a 
public affairs person 
can do to 
squelch  that," Buerger said. 
"Hot cases" 
aren't limited to 
students and employees, and those 
involving the
 administration present 
very distinct difficulties for Buerger. 
As 
assistant to the president, he 
is 




"I have ended 
up in front of the 
media explaining those 
decisions," 
and it's "double jeopardy," 
he said. 
Questions such as 
"Why
 do you 
think the 
university  did that?" can 
turn
 into "Why did you do 
that,  Dr. 
Buerger?"
 He sometimes 
appears
 to 
be defending himself. 
Though 
he
 declined to cite 
examples,
 Buerger said has had 
firsthand experience with reporters 
who skew the
 facts. "apparently to 
make a better story." 
The 
resulting  stories not only 
compromise his own credibility but 
"ultimately the image
 of the 
university that you are trying 
to 




 media people 
in general," Buerger said, but 
the 
reading public doesn't draw 
distinctions 
between accurate 
reporting,  biased reporting and what 
has been added
 or removed during 
the editing process. 
While Buerger 
struggles with the 
media, Rife faces challenges of her 
own. 
In Staley's absence, 
she  has been 
fielding requests 
for general 
information about the university and 
issuing press
 releases regarding 
things such as 
awards, gifts to the 
university and special events. 
Rife admits that without a 
replacement
 for Staley, she can't do 
as good a job as she would like. 
"I've only done about 11 press 
releases 
this year," fewer than would 
have been issued under normal 
circumstances, she said in late April. 
Time is always a problem,
 and 
issues that warrant phone calls to 




neglected,  she said. 
But  Rife is more concerned about 
her ongoing responsibilities as 
publications editor, and here the 
main issue is money,
 she said. 
The number of publications 
produced by Rife's staff suffers 
accordingly. 
The university does not have, for 
example, an informational
 pamphlet 
describing the institution, the 
programs available
 and the general 
makeup of the campus communit. 
"I must get requests once a week 
for something 
like  that" she said. 
'Buerger
 said he "saw all the 
things  that were not being done" last 
spring, when he took over as 
manager
 of the publications budget, 
part of the executive management 
budget 
Funding shortages are a problem 
all over the 
campus, but a good 
manager  can still find ways to 
get  
things done,
 he continued. 
"You try to be as creative as you 
can and pool your needs and pool 
your resources," he said. 
As an 
example, he cited the 
presence of Alumni 
Association
 
members on the editorial board of 
university publications -a presence 






such publications play in linking 
alumni to the university. 
SJSU Digest, published quarterly, 
is considered the "voice of the 
university," according to Rife, and is 
designed to keep 
readers informed 
about the school through articles 
about new programs, events and 
personalities. 
The newsletter, which usually 




 about 80,000 alumni, 
some 4,000 members of the campus 
community 
and assorted legislators, 
as 
well as local media
 outlets, 
politicians, 
supporters  and business 






Square,  which is 




The glossy annual magazine 
contains excerpts
 of written works
 
by noted alumni or faculty 





 and samples of student 
work.  
"The 
point  of doing that is so that 
people realize 
there  are a number  of 
talented  people involved in 
this
 
university,"  she said. 
Another slick magazine, the 
Donors Report, is sent to SJSU 
supporters each year. It contains 
profiles of longtime contributors and 
a lengthy list of those who have 
made donations to the school as a 
way of rewarding generosity and 
inspiring 
others  to give. 
When the Donors Report first 
came out, "the comments kept
 
coming in" from recipients saying, 
"That's what they need to help get 
donations to the university," Buerger 
said. 




eliminating  its newspaper 
format, Buerger said. 
The hope is that a glossy, alumni 
magazine will be developed to 
replace it, when and if money 
becomes available.  Rife said. 
According to Buerger, while 
money will 
continue  to be a problem 
for SJSU, as state funding is not 
likely to 
increase  much, there are 
changes on the horizon that will 
enhance the ability of the Public 
Affairs Office to get out the word 
about the university, he said. 
The first order of business is to 
find
 a replacement for Staley and for 
Robert Ringe, who left his post as 
director of development and 
university relations last fall, 
Buerger  
said. 
One of the reasons the positions  
have been left open so long is 
that  
they are part of a restructuring plan 
that will bring development and 
fund raising together with public 
relations in the new Office of 
University Relations and 
Development, he said. 








 which is "a 
much 
larger  position" than 
university spokesman, he said. 
Job 
announcements  were issued 
last month for a new
 public affairs 
officer to 
work
 with Rife on 
publications and press relations, and 
for a director
 of university relations 
and development to coordinate the 
complementary goals of university 




didn't work much on image in the 
past, she said, but now 
"we  really 
























one -filth as 
much  estrogen as the
 
original pills,










the annual meeting of the 
Ameri-
can 





Dr. Daniel R. Mishell, chairman
 













Monday  on 
the latest 
safety 
studies  of the pill and 
IUDs.
 
It was also reported that the 
Food









perhaps  as 













ihai lasts t o.c 






 placed in 
the arm, al-
ready is 









women  stop 
using  
birth 








 that they 
are used by 
less than 
5 percent of 
women 35 
and 
older, and that 
sterilization  is 
now the 




in the age 
group.  
Mishell noted that 
women  re-
main potentially
 fertile until nearly 
age 50. and he 





 really up to 
the woman. 
hut 
there are many 
highly reliable. 
and generally



























































































































































 down only 3 
percent
 
from the previous weekend. Star-
ring Julia Roberts as a hard -luck 
hooker and Richard Gere as her 











"Ninja Turtles" eclipsed that 
milestone
 Friday With a take of 





 'Ninja Turtles" has 
now grossed
 $104.8 million. 
In 
third was 






side"  on ticket sales of $5 million 




science -fiction sendup. 
landed
 in fourth on a gate of 
$3.2 
million. 
"The Guardian." a supernatural 
thriller  about a creepy bahysitter 
and dead babies,  finished in fifth 
with a gross of 53 nil lion. Folliw 
tog in sixth with ticket 
sales  -1 
52.4  million was the submai 
drama "The Hunt for Red Octo 
her."
 The Sean Connery movie 
also passed the $100 million mark 
two weeks 
ago. 
In seventh was "Q & A." star-
ring Nick Nolte. with receipts ot 
$2.1 million. Falling 35 percent to 
eighth place was the 
steamy "Wild 
Orchid" on a gate of $1.7 million. 
"Driving Miss Daisy" N as in 
ninth with $1.5 million ;aid the 
new film "Short Time"
 openr  I 
poorly in 
10th  with collection.
 
51.2 million. 
Here are the 




day as tallied by 
Entertainment
 
Data.  with distributor, 
weekend  




gross  and 
number of weeks in release. 
Figures are based on a combina-
tion of 




 studio projections where actual 
figures are not immediately avail-
able.  
I "Pretty 
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'niversal. 
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Continuing  Study of 
the  Calif. 
Economy- Mario 
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Stores- Roger Smith 
- Silicon Valley Bank 







FACULTY/ADMIN  $45.00 
OTHER
 
$125.00
 
